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Most dangerous : DanielMost dangerous : Daniel
Ellsberg and the secret historyEllsberg and the secret history
of the Vietnam Warof the Vietnam War
by Steve Sheinkin
The award-winning author of
The Port Chicago 50 traces the
story of how an obscure
government analyst exposed
two decades of political
deception about the Vietnam
War in what became known as
the Pentagon Papers.

The Vietnam War, 1945-1975 :The Vietnam War, 1945-1975 :
1945-19751945-1975
by David L Parsons
Provides a wide-ranging view of
the Vietnam War drawn from an
exhibition at the New-York
Historical Society

Vietnam War Us & AlliedVietnam War Us & Allied
Combat EquipmentsCombat Equipments
by Gordon L. Rottman

The Vietnam War : theThe Vietnam War : the
definitive illustrated historydefinitive illustrated history
by Inc. Dorling Kindersley
An authoritative reference and
full-color remembrance of the
Vietnam War, produced in
association with the
Smithsonian Institution, looks
back at one of the most
complicated and haunting wars

in U.S. history.

The Vietnam War : an intimateThe Vietnam War : an intimate
historyhistory
by Geoffrey C Ward
A vibrantly photographed
companion to the multi-part
PBS film examines the Vietnam
War's role in debates that
continue in today's world,
drawing on extensive interviews
with contributors at all levels in

America and Vietnam to explain why and how the
war happened as well as its complicated legacy.

Embers of war : the fall of anEmbers of war : the fall of an
empire and the making ofempire and the making of
America's VietnamAmerica's Vietnam
by Fredrik Logevall
A Cornell professor presents a
history of the four decades
leading up to the Vietnam War
while discussing relevant
political factors and intelligence
findings.
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